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1. REVIEW OP THE PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1968: Item 3.3 of 
the Agenda (Official Records No. 154) 

Report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance (Document EB39/WP/2) 
(continued) 

Chapter IV: Part 1. Level of Effective Working Budget for 1 9 6 8 and Main Items 
— • ‘ — - — • • •- -•- • •• • ‘ - •. •• - — 1 - - - i r ' i l _ II I II 1Г- |- I I , I • j j . _ и ,| I 

accounting for the Increase over the Level for 1967 (continued) 

Chapter IV; Part 2. Detailed Analysis of the Proposed Programme and Budget 
Estimate s for 1 9 6 8 " " " — ― 一 一 — — — — … — 一 

The CHAIRMN invited the Board to continue its study of the report of the 

Standing Committee on Administration and Finance (document EB^9/wp/2)• 

Professor AUJALEU said he had some general comments to make in connexion with 

Official Records No. 15^. According to the table on page 4, the money provided for 

travel appeared to amount to $ 5*5 million, which was equivalent to ten per cent, of 

the total regular budget. While it was obvious that a world organization had to 

spend money on travel, the actual figure seemed to him high. It might be as well 

to endeavour to avoid spending more on travel• 

On page 5 of the same document^ duty travel listed under "estimated obligations 

for the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board remained unchanged at $ 12 500 

and $ 12 700 respectively. He was not clear what expenses that provision was 

intended to meet. 
-

He would also like to know how the sums provided imder chapter 6l
s
 on pages 7, 

8 and 9 (reimbursement of income tax), were used and where and by whom. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, in reply to Professor Aujaleu
1

s first 

question, said that the total of $ 5-5 million was apparently obtained by adding 

together all the figures referring to any aspect of travel listed in the table on 
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page 4 ， t e d in summary form the estimates for organizational units 

treated in foliar detail in later pages of the document. -He would, suggest that the 

increased provision for the various aspects of travel was fully justified, and might 

appropriately be considered in relation to the organizational uiiit concerned as the 

Board dealt with each one in turn. 

With regard to the estimated cost of duty travel under the heading of meetings 

of the Assembly and the Board, the figures referred to the cost of bringing regional 

directors and other necessary staff to Geneva to attend tho辟 jçeegngs.: 

The item for the reimbursement of income tax, which appeared in three places in 

the detailed budget analysis, was to cover the reimbursement of amounts paid in 

income tax by staff members whose governments taxed income received from inter-

national organizations; the staff members in question were chiefly United States 
• • .. .. . • , •• , • • с ••• . f • � . ； ； • • - : . . � -Л . • 

- . - r ；：； V : . - . f i t> ••： ‘ • ; = . . . . . . ; . - 、 . ： . ' 八 i : . . . - - . i " . . ' . , , -

nationals employed in the United States of America. WHO had been reimbursing such 
. ” . ： : ¡ ' - s • • ••• \ - . - ' , : . ' •• . * ' •_ _. ‘

：
" ‘ ‘ ； - ___ t ••「л.—.. ：. и ‘ ‘ •:.'. —.ó : •.-— '....• 

employees, and the few nationals of other countries who were also involved, for the 
• • •. Г . , . . . ... : ..••:"-、-，..，. • .• - -, г. . • . f". r ；. - .-，-. . • 

income tax they were required to pay, pursuant to the authorization contained in a 

number of resolutions of the Health Assembly and the Executive Board» 
. . . . . . - .• , . -.： • ' ..... -

Annex 1 of Official Records No. 15斗一 Organizational Meetings and Headquarters 
Activities 

. . . ‘ • • , v • : . . - - - , - , • - - • • • . • 
• � - - - • • - ; . • • • , . • ““ . 

Organizational Meetings 

Professor A U J A L E U , referring to page 2 0 of Official Records Nq, 154, asked the 
- . .屮， -'• " f -_-——、 -•...；,.. reason for the disparity between the amount spent by the different regional 

committees on travel and, subsistence for temporary staff, and why no provision was 
> • . - • , •‘ ï ： ； . ； - -. . - • - - • . . . . . . . .. - • 

made for such expenses for the South-East Asia and Western Pacific Regions. 
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Mr SIEGEL said that no provision was made for travel and subsistence of 

temporary staff in South-East Asia because interpreters were not required in that 

region. In the Western Pacific Region there was an interpreter on the permanent 

staff in the Regional Office. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL added that any additional costs were borne by the host 

country when regional committee meetings were held away from Manila, 

Operating Programme 

Professor AUJALEU observed that according to his calculations, consultant 

months had risen from 2J1 in 1966 to 270 In I967 and were up to 276 for 1968* 

Although the increase was not very great, he was somewhat concerned by the fact 

that there was an annual increase. Taking the figures for 1968, and bearing in 

mind that the consultant, on a short-term contract, was not entitled to holidays, 

the number of consultant months divided by eleven represented twenty-five years
1 

work, or the equivalent of twenty-five additional full-time staff members. While 

there was no doubt that the work of consultants was often useful, he felt that care 

should* be taken to see that there shoixld not be ал increase in their use each year: 

twenty-five years in one financial year seemed to him a high figure• 

Dr KEITA shares the views expressed by the previous speaker. As he had said 

on previous occasions, it was important to consider aid on a global basis and keep 

a fair balance between assistance given in the form of consultant months, which was 

-.• • .; . ..,.�.. . 
increasing but was not always as effective as could be desired, and that provided in 

the supplies which were so urgently needed. 
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Mr SIEGEL pôinted out that the correct figures for consultant months under 

Headquarters Programme Activities were given in Chapter IV, page 7, of the Standing 

Committee*s report (document EB39/wp/2) in paragraph The increase in the 

nxjmber of consultant months in 1968 compared with 1967 was seven, in a total of 

‘271 consultant months, involving an increased expenditure of $ 11 900. 

Professor AUJALEU said that he was not so much concerned about the size of the 

. . . . . . ••-
increase âS of the trend in thé provision for consultant months • He feared there 

might be a tendency to have recourse to consultants too freely, although he recognized 

their valtie in certain cases. 

Dr KEITA said he wished to insist on the need to watch the way money was used and 
. .. . -• . . . . - ,. - • • r • - ; ' *. • ； ‘ : ' ' • - "‘ - . - * * ••• “ 

the proportion between the money spent on consultants and that on supplies• Travel 

for consultants was always expensive and the money laid out could often be more 

profitably spent on supplies, for which inadequate provision was made in the budget, 
. . • . • • . .，••.(••‘-.•'.、.' ： ‘‘ 

• ： . . . . . . * » . • » ч “ ， -

and which were essential if projects such as malaria eradication were to be effective. 

Dr AZURIN said he noted from page б of Olápter IV of the Standing Coranittee
1

 s 

report that provision was made for fourteeh new posts. He wondered whether those 

posts were strictly necessary^ or whether they could be either dropped or financed by 

some other arrangement, without any increase in the budget. 

Mr SIEGEL said that on page 7 of Chapter IV of the Standing Committee's report 

. . .. .... .....、「:'•.,•.• лс./и. . . . ..... • •：'" '• 

was a summary of the explanations with regard to the fourteen new posts• It might 

be useful if, when the Board came to consider the organizational units concerned, the 

Secretariat were to be given an opportunity to explain the reasons why each post was 

needed• 
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Dr AZURIN said that his intention was to take the increases as a whole. A 

post- taken individually did not seem to be a great increase, and would receive 

approval more readily, but the total increase was considerable• If the Director-

General believed that the fourteen posts were strictly necessary, he would suggest 

that they might be approved, provided that the appropriations were taken from savings• 

Mr SIEGEL said that it would be in the interests of the Board as a whole, and 

of the Assembly, for the precise details of the posts to be brought out clearly 

later on in the report. As stated in paragraph •林，fourteen new posts were 

proposed at an estimated cost of $ 125 571» In the opinion of the Director-General, 

it was not possible to provide for those posts from potiential savings at the present 

• ... • ‘ ‘ • ‘ • • - . . ， . - . . . 

stage of development of the Organization's work. Eleven of the posts were required 

to meet the increasing workload in programme servicing units (three for Translation, 

two for Technical Publications, four for Library and Reference Services and two for 

Data Processing). Paragraph 4,0.5 referred to the new posts, one of sanitary 

engineer and one of scientist, planned in order to meet the increasing responsibilities 

of the Commimity Water Supply unit in accelerating community water supply projects• 

An additional clerk-stenographer for the Immunology unit, to help in dealing with 

the increased volume of work in that unit, was specified in paragraph 4.0.6. 

Paragraph 4.0.7 proposed three new posts in the Translation unit and two in the 

Technical Publications unit to deal with the increased workload in those units: it 

was hoped to reduce the delay in the preparation and production of documents and the 

Technical Report Series in the working languages of the Organization• In 

paragraph 4
#
0.8 reference was made to the fact that in 1968 it was expected that 
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steps would be taken to launch a new computerized bibliographical service, taking 

advantage of the offer to provide magnetic tapes, compatible with the WHO computer, 

by the Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System of the National Library of 

Medicine of the United States of America (MEDLARS)• Additional staff would be 

required to take the initial steps towards a very important new functioru 

Paragraph 4.0,9 explained the requirement for an additional programmer analyst and 

a clerk in the Data Processing unit, to meet the planned development and expansion 

of the computer's utilization.in the fields of medical research, epidemiology, 

communications science and health statistics• All the increases listed were 

part of planned and orderly development of the Organization's services• At the 

same time, while fourteen new posts were proposed (paragraph 4.0.4), there was a 

reduction of three posts in the Mental Health unit (paragraph 4.0
#
10). 

Dr AZURIN said that it was difficult to see where economies could best be 

made in the budget; provision for posts was one place where they might be possible• 

If the request for new posts was granted subject to the condition that they must 

be financed from savings, the responsible officers would, if the posts were urgent 

and important enough, find savings which could be made in шалу ways - on supplies, 

equipment and services, for example• If all the posts could not be financed from 

savings in one year, they would have to determine which of them were most important, 

which would be difficult for the Board, not involved in direct administration, 

to decide• 
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Dr OTOLORIN proposed that the Board might agree to leave the matter for further 

• . • ... ...•-••.’:•；，•• ： • • • ... • ••• • .•"，.••. . - • 

investigation by the new Division of Со—ordination and Evaluation, which might be 
• • . . . . . 

asked to pay particular attention to the growth of established staff at headquarters 

... ... .. • . .. . • ...,..-. . 
and elsev^here : if the matter wás given priority, a report might be submitted in 

a year or two
1

 s time indicating how to establish a proper balance between staff and 

project activities. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the appropriate division for a study of that 

kind would be the Division of Administrative Management and Personnel. 

In reply to Dr Azurin, he said that he did not feel it possible to budget for 

the future on the basis of passible savings 2 it was only possible to budget out 

of savings for the year following that in which the estimates were prepared and the 

posts the Board was considering were required for 1 9 6 8 . All of them related to 

. . . . • • . : _ 、 . . . .：•： - . “ . : . . ..... ‘ • 

functions which were important for the Organization• Those for the language 
• . ., . . .• - - - ： :. , . ¿‘ • “ ； ' • 、. . .；•‘‘ 

services were needed for the French section, which could not keep abreast of its 
• . . • . • -• ....、. . . . •••• .• -. • 

work and could not dispose of the steadily increasing backlog without additional 

staff. The Assembly had asked that more be done under the community njater supply 

programme； all possible ways of complying with its instructions had been explored 

before it had been decided to propose the appointment of additional staff. The 
. • . . . . •-• .. . . . . . . � • • .... . . . . . . . . . .•：••.• • • .：.,..：; • . • - . . ‘ • • . ••- . . . . . . . . . . . 

proposal for extra library staff would of course have to be studied by the Board and 

the Assembly, which would have to decide whether or not it was desirable to begin 

to supply the WHO expert panels, and later the governments, with computerized 

bibliographical information of the type developed so far by MEDLARS; it was hoped 

that if WHO could use qualified sources of information, it could in years to come 
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give the type of service which countries seemed to need, and which the Secretariat 

believed would be useful• If the Board.believed that it was undesirable to 

establish that function, its recommendation to that effect would go to the Health 

Assembly, 

Dr VENEDIKTW, referring to the Health Assembly's request for intensified 

action on the community water supply programme, said that he was not sure whether 

it was met by an increase in staff. He would also be glad to know how a reduction 

of three posts could be made in the Mental Health unit at a time when mental diseases 

were generally on the increase. If the Organization could make cuts in that sector, 

would it not be possible for it to do so elsewhere? 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he too would be surprised if there were a drop 

in requirements for the Mental Health unit. As had been explained to the Standing 

Committee, the change referred to was in point of fact a réduction of one clerk-

stenographer 's post and the transfer of a psychiatrist specialized in epidemiology 

and a biostatistician from headquarters, where they had been temporarily attached 

to the• Montai Health unit, back to work in the field, probably beginning in Africa. 

There was therefore no real decline in the activities of the Mental Health unit. 

With regard to the two sanitary engineers, in resolution WHA19»50 the Health 

Assembly had requested the Director-General "to give appropriate attention in future 

regular programmes and budgets for sufficient staff and other resources to enable 

the Organization to fulfil its leadership role and programme activities, in order 

to accomplish the goals recommended by the Director-General to the Seventeenth 

World Health Assembly"• Nevertheless, the provision for additional staff had not 
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been decided upon solely in compliance with the Assembly resolution, but only after 

examination of the situation had shown that it would be impossible to expand the 

Organization
1

 s work under the water supply programme without the assistance of 

increased staff* 

Dr VENEDIKTOV asked if the transfers from headquarters to the field of the 

two posts in the Mental Health unit was an isolated case, or A e t h e r it would be 

possible to decentralize other functions in the same way. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the transfer of the mental health officers 

was in point of fact the only case of its kind. 

Professor AUJALEU proposed that paragraph 4.0.10 be redrafted to show one post 

discontinued and two officers transferred. 

It was so agreed. 

Dr MONDET said that it was of concern to all members, particularly when coming 

to meetings, that the contributions of their countries should be paid up to date, 

especially when they had difficulty in persuading their authorities at hóme to 

provide the necessary hard currency• The Board must be sure that the money provided 

was invested arid not wasted. Everybody knew that the cost of medicine was increasing, 

budget Increases were therefore not the main consideration; what was esséritial was 

that the priorities decided upon should correspond to real requirements and requests 

from governments and that those needs and requests should be efficiently met. 
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Professor AÜJALEU said he was glad tô see that the new Division of Research in 

Epidemiology and Coiimiunications Science was getting under way; it appeared however, 

to be having some, difficulty in finding its place in the budget. In the meantime, 

he noted from Official Records No* 15斗，page 24, under Tuberculosis^ that the 

Tuberculosis unit would have a consultant to consider the place of mathematical 

models in tuberculosis research and to outline future research priorities in that 

field. While he did not question the value of that activity, he felt that in future 

• : . . . . ’ .... :
 !

 • - . hv
i 

such consultants should belong to the Division of Research in Epidemiology and 

Communications Science, if the new division was to serve its purpose• 

Care should be taken not to let the current vogue for electronic machines lead 

to exaggerated use of the computer. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the new provision had been recommended for the 

Tuberculosis unit because that unit had made more rapid progress than others in regard 

to operational research. He had answered the question about the computer at the 

morning meeting• Eeing a novelty, it was so much in demand that a committee was to 

be set up to decide on how it could be used to the best advantage• 

Dr EEITA asked for fuller information about the six supplementary posts for the 

new division‘ The year before, when the creation of the division had been under 

consideration, thirty-nine posts had been requested for it. He questioned the need 

for six more posts, which were apparently in the higher grades. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that the six posts in question were not new 

posts but had been transferred from the disestablished unit of Epidemiological 

Studies to obtain complete co-ordination, in the field of statistics. 

Professor AUJALEU, referring to section 4.4.2, Venereal Diseases and 

Treponematoses, in Official Records No. 15斗(page 24), noted that provision was 

included for a consultant to appraise the functioning of the Brussels Agreement with 

a view to redefining minimal criteria underlying the articles of the Agreement, He 

wished to be assured that it would be necessary to undertake that work in 1968; in 

other words^ that important enough developments would have taken place between i960 

and 1968 to warrant the action proposed• If not, action might be delayed, effecting 

savings that could be applied in more urgent work elsewhere• 

Dr GUTHE (Venereal Diseases and Treponematoses) after recapitulating the early 

work done in relation to the Brussels Agreement, explained that under resolution 

ША13-52 the Director-General was required to keep the situation under periodic 

review in the light of technical progress. The consultant in question was to 

consider background material now being received from health administrations and other 

sources and to prepare a report for consideration by an expert committee to be 

convened at a la^er date, so that the Board and the Health Assembly might be infonned 

in the matter by 1969-1970,. 5У then, a full ten-year period would have elapsed since 

the initial WHO revision of the Agreement, which would make study of possible 

amendments required by technical progress reasonable. 
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Technical developments were taking place fast in the shipping industry The 

increasing size of tankers, cargo ships and liners， accompanied by technical advances 

and automation, was turning vessels into independent industrial communities， at sea 

for long periods and with very short stays in port. The sojourn of the crews in 

port frequently resulted in venereal diseases and medical services on board might 

not be adequate to cope with the new situation that was developing. Those aspects, 

and the social and occupational aspects of seafarers
f

 health in general, should be 

considered in the context of the Brussels Agreement. 

On the technical medical side there was an increasing use and misuse of 

antibiotics and other drugs in the therapy and prophylaxis of venereal infections； 
！ ‘ '• ".'Oí ！'• . 

in many instances antibiotics were being applied without proper medical supervision* 

In the light of the increasing frequency of resistance to penicillin, streptomycin 

and so on in the gonococcus, those matters would seem to call for an appraisal. In 

addition, there was the increasing sensitization to penicillin caused by widespread 

abuse of the drug as well as fatalities from penicillin shock that had to be 

considered. Lastly, there were epidemiological aspects where available data 

continued to confirm the spread of venereal infections by seafarers. Figures 

coming in, which he cited, seemed to signal deficiencies in epidemiological reporting 

and contact-finding in relation to seafarers. 

Dr AZURIN asked for further information on resistant strains of gonococci. 
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Dr GUTHE said that a spotty pattern of resistance to penicillin, strepton^ycin, 

and so on, was becoming evident: resistant strains were undoubtedly spread 

internationally, but reporting of ineffectiveness of penicillin therapy was in many 

instances due to reinfection rather than resistance• The resistance problem was 

not wholly to blame, therefore, for failure to control gonorrhoea• There were other 

and broader reasons, and moreover, there were at least a dozen other antibiotics and 

gonococcidal action drugs in reserve to deal with real penicillin or streptomycin 

resistance• 

Professor AUJAIEU, referring to Chapter IV, paragraph of the report 

(document EB，9/WP/2), asked whether it was absolutely essential to provide for a 

meeting of the directors of the arbovirus reference bsntres in 1968; a similar 

meeting had been held in 1966 and the lapse of time would seem too short for 

significant developments to have taken place. There again savings might be effected. 

Dr PAYNE, Assistant Director-General, said the area of work in question was 

among the most active and progressive in the virology field. The reference centres 

concerned were not merely acting as reference centres for the receipt of material 

but were actively engaged in research that was rapidly progressing at the present 

time. Regular meetings were essential for the development of the programme, out of 

which a great deal of new work had been coming• 

The CHAIRMAN confirmed from his own knowledge that workers in the field in 

question had great difficulty in keeping up with developments and in fact would 

like to see even more frequent meetings arranged* 
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Dr îCSITA, while appreciating that, as Dr Payne iiad explained, it v/as not 

a question of reference centres as such, asked whether the tv/o-j'-ear gap v/ould 

indeed provide eno\i¿íi developments to warrant a meeting. 

Dr С0СКЗЦШ (Virus Diseases) explained tliat the vóiols field in question v/as 

cixarujinG so rapidly and was becoming so important tliat continuing review of tiie 

situation was felt to be necessary, Ilaemorrliao'ic fevers \iore spreading in South-

iüast Asia; tliers liad been an outbreak of yellow fever in 1966 in West Africa, 
•'..• •.. 、 . . ..Л .. . . . . . ‘ 

and the focus of that disease remaining in i¿ast Africa certainly required constant 

review and surveillance; in addition, tliere were the dengue fevers in the 
... ... “ - . - . . ‘ .••. ..、••..•:-••:.¿二 . . . . . ... ••"' • ‘ • 

Caribbean and the 2iaemorrha¿；ic fevers in Soutli America to be kept under watch
9 

Professor AUJALEU, referrlnj to Chapter TV, para^jrapu ôf the report, 

vrandered v/hetlier, in view of tlie extension of meaning t-акэп on Ъу the term 

“epidemiolo^", it vrould not be more appropriate to speak of
 Tl

epidemics 

surveillance" ra trier than "epidemiological surveillance" • 

Dr PAYN2 tliou¿íit tl,at "epid^mioloaical surveillance" was the correct term 

since the activity concerned covered surveillance of the distribution and spread 

of infectious agents in general. One of tlie most important activities under-

taken was based on the WHO Serum Reference Banks and serological studies in the 

absence of disease • Eiere v/as an importât difference between that t ^ è of 

surveillance and the type based on reporting diseases» It v/as true that Ше 

primary emphasis lias on communicable diseases, but eventually the v/orlc т/ould be 

extended to non-conrnixmicable diseases and genetic conditions. 
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Professor AUJALEU thought tixat, in tiie li^ht of the explanation jiven, it 

would be more correct to call the activity "epidemiological surveillance of 

communicable diseases"• 

Dr AZURIN， referring to Clxapter IV, paragraph of the report, noted 

tiie comment to the effect tixat problems in the application of the International 

Sanitary Regulations vjere complex^ That situation was perliaps due partly to tae 

fact tiiat national public health officers responsible for applying the Regulations 

were not properly trained to respond to tiie chanoine conditions brought about by 

the extension of transport and me ал s of communications • WHO should perliaps play 

a more active role on that aspect. The transmission of disease through 

international travel was increasinc rather tiian decreasing; as yet no 

satisfactory method liad baen evolved to deal with tiiat problem» The Board should 

therefore recommend that the unit in question be strexi^thened^ 

Dr PAYIC said the Director-General v/as indeed fully aware of the problem 

mentioned and liad already set on foot a radical study of tha whole of the 

international quararrfcine system to determine hovi best it mijlxt be modified to 

take account of clian^in^ conditions» Problems arising from the entry of 

enormous planes into international travel were to be studied in the course of 

IS67 and would be considered by the Committee on International Quarantine at the 

end of the year» Hie Committee would report to the Board and the Health 

Assembly. 
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Dr AZURIN said tliat he had not made his point clear• He iiad been referring 

to individuals concerned with that aspect of international heal tlx î rork; lie did 

not know of any training course or annual procedure desired to improve their 

work. Non-understanding of the International Sanitary Regulations mi^iit be due 

to tiiat lack of training. 

« 

Dr PAYKU áreu attention to the fact that a seminar on international 

quarantine was to be conducted in the Western Pacific Region in the coming spring. 

Perriaps tliere was need for extending tliat work to other parts of the world, and 

the Director-General would i;ive the matter his consideration, 

Dr таЬЮБСТОУ said tliat, following the detailed discussion by the Standing 

Committee on Administration and Finance on the question of environmental health, 

lie iiad liad a further look at the distribution of functions amon^ tiie various units 

of the Division of iSnvironmental Health, and it liad occurred to him tliat a 

number of tae units liare concerned with water, Hia.t beinj so, lie would lilce to 

know whether the structure of the Division was more or less static, or whether 

any changes were envisaged, 

Tne DIR3CT0R-Gi^Hi2lAL explained tliat, althoucii it v;as divided into units, the 

Division functioned as an integral whole
л
 ano: internal distribution of work was at 

tlie discretion of t?ie Dire с tor • Exe structure of the various lieadquarters 

divisions was subject to a continuous process of analysis witxi tlie object of 

initiating ciian^es, where needed, to the best advantage of the \югк
9
 In 19^7, 

for instance^ radiation control liacl been added to the functions of the 

environmental pollution lrnlt. 
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Mr ATKENS, Director, Division of Environmental Health, replying to a point 

raised by Dr ALAN, explained that the technical manual to which reference was made 

in Chapter IV, paragraph 4.5.2 of the report would relate to the treatment of 

industrial wastes. Air pollution guides were a different matter entirely. 

Professor MACUCH welcomed the emphasis given in the programme under environmental 

health to the preparation of manuals and other technical publications. As he had 

had occasion to remark before, WHO publications in environmental health were widely-

used by Member States• That was a most economical method of providing advice to 

Member States in compliance with one of the Organization
1

s major obligations• The 

work already done over the past few years had served to create considerable interest 

among Member States in the question of environmental health; the modest increase in 

the budgetary appropriations made for the work over the years had enabled a truly-

beneficial programme to be set on foot. He was glad to see the continued emphasis 

on that part of the Organization
!

s work. . 

Dr ALAN, referring to public health services, said he had noticed a gradual 

reduction over the past few years in the provision made‘for work on maternal and 

child health; that vxas true of all the regions. Given that mothers and children 

formed almost one-third of the world
f

 s total population, that trend was somewhat 

surprising. He wondered whether the reduced provision was due to the fact that • 

governments were submitting fewer requests for maternal and child health projects 

or whether those activities, in line with some others, were being integrated in the 

general public health services• 
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.The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said Dr Alan had answered his own question; in fact, 

the aj^arant decline in maternal and child health work resulted from those 

activities being integrated in the basic health services • 

Mr ABRAR, referring to Chapter IV， paragraph 4.8,4, of the report, asked for 

an explanation of why some staff members were given full salary while in study 

status whereas others might receive only the stipend. What were the reasons 

underlying that discriminatory treatment. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that it was exceptional for a staff member to 

receive full salary while on study leave; full salary was paid in general only 

for short study leave periods• Where longer periods of absence were involved, 

salary was generally reduced to the minimum^ and indeed normally only the stipend 

was paid. The Organization of course maintained payment to the pension fund and 

health insurance scheme during the study absence • 

Dr ALA.N said that education and training was a most important activity for 

the future of medicine and of public health • There seemed to be a general trend 

nowadays to include social subjects in medical trainings to instruct students on 

community needs• Provision was included under the inter-regional programme 

(Inter-:regional 0476)^for a seminar to be held on teaching methods and teaching 

aids • The idea was to enable some twenty deans or other representatives of 

selected medical schools in the developing countries to study modern teaching 

methods and teaching aids. That was a most important project and would 

have great repercussions on medical education• 

1

 Off. Дес, Wia Hlyh Orr,, 154, 459. 
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In the doctor
T

 s training, it was necessary not only to cover community na^ds 

but also the doctor
1

s role in community economic and social development and his 

relations with the various categories of personnel he would be called upon to work 

with later. In his own country, an attempt, still in its beginnings, was being 

made to give training of the kind^ and the conclusions of the seminar in question 

would probably influence that undertaking. 

Professor AUJALEU said that, in going through the functions allocated to the 

Immunology unit (Official Records No. 15斗，page 40, section 4.9-1) one gained the 

impression that there was too much emphasis on the traditional aspects and not 

enough on modern aspects of immunology; in other words, activity seemed to have 

remained at the immunology of infectious diseases, with nothing much being done 

in respect of the notable developments of the past ten or fifteen years. It was 

to be hoped that the expert committee on immunology for which provision was 

included would serve to open up work on slightly more m o d e m lines• 

Dr GOODMAN (immunology) said he was glad the matter had been raised, because 

the Secretariat felt that the WHO programme in fact covered the whole field of 

immunology, including the more modern concepts: the theoretical and basic 

considerations of mechanisms of synthesis of antibodies; the meaning of the 

heterogeneity of antibody classes appearing in the serum; how an antigen had to 

be presented In order to induce antibody formation, and so on. An attempt had 

been made to relate work on those basic problems.to some practical problems in 

public health; one example was the possibility of prevention of haemolytic 

diseases in the newborn by an injection of human immunoglobulin containing anti-Rh 

antibodies. Throughout the whole programme, efforts had been made to take modern 
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thinking on immunology intp considera tion and to use the skills； and knowledge of 

iimunologists in.public health programmes in, for instance, cancer and tissue 

transplantation, as well as in infectious diseases..». 

Professor AUJALEU, referring to the section on human genetics (Official 

Records No. page 4l, section 9.3), asked whether the work of the expert 

committee on genetic counselling, for which provision was made, would relate to 

manifest genetic diseases; in that field he would have thought that prevention was 

much more important. 

Dr PAYNE said that in fact the work was concerned with prevention. In the 

case of a dominant gene, for instance, only genetic counselling could prevent that 
‘ • ‘, “ ••.' •' • • ‘ - s • • • ： • , - . •• • • * • . • • 、 • • • • “ -, f i » • * . . ’ : • • 

' ^ • ‘ . . . . . . . ， . v . • . ‘ • . . ： . 

dominant gene being passed on to the next generation. 

Professor AUJALEU said his y#hole point was ;tha^ iio mention was made of 

prevention and some reference to that aspect should have been included• 

Dr 7ШЕЮ1КТ0У said that, when the Standing Committee had dlscnseéd the study of 

new antibiotics, he had understood the Director-General to say that he would take 

the comments made into account in the Organizationts future work. 

Ihe DIRECTOR-GENERAL confirmed that the intention was for the Secretariat to 

take account of the comments made in the Standing Committee. The function of 

dealing with antibiotics was actually being transferred from the unit of Health 

Laboratory Services to the Division of Pharmacology and Toxicology and consideration 

was being given to the best way of integrating it in that division. 
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Professor AUJALEU asked whether WHO would be receiving from the United States 

National Library of Medicine MEDLARS tapes on public health subjects only or 

whether the tapes would cover a wider field. Further, was it the intention to 

make the service available to other interested persons apart from technical staff 

of the Organization and members of expert; advisory panels. On the principle that 

it was not good to be always on the receiving side, he wondered whether WHO could 

not make a positive contribution in, for example, the preparation of bibliographies 

in various fields» which materials could be sent to the National Library for taping. 

Dr HOWARD-JONES, Director, Division of Editorial and Reference Services, said 

the Organization would be receiving the complete MEDLARS tapes covering a wide 

range in the biomedical sciences. The possibility was contemplated t ^ t WHO might 

eventually extend the subject coverage of the tapes in certain fields, such as 

sanitary engineering (Chapter JV
ê
 paragraph 4

#
12.5 。

f

 the report^ 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said it was planned to start the service on a pilot 

scale only; afte;r the necessary experience had been acquired the implications of 

extending the service beyond, the WHO Secretariat and members of expert advisory 

panels would be considered. 

The CHAIRMAN said it had emerged from an earlier discussion that, as part of 

the arrangement, there would be certain areas of information which would be fed 

back into the system from WHO, 
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In connexion with Co-ordination and Evaluation (Official Records No, 15斗， 

page 48), he invited attention to document EB39/conf .Doc, No. 8, which contained 

the additional information on the Council for International Organizations of 

Medical Sciences requested by the Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance. 

There were no comments. 

Professor AUJALEU said that the explanations given to the Standing Committee 

on the subject of vector control and biology had impressed him and he considered 

that they had been very suitably reproduced in the Standing Committee's report. 

Other, Purposes 

Professor AUJALEU requested information on the state of the Revolving Fund 

for Teaching and Laboratory Equipment as at the end of I966, and the currencies 

involved. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the information requested by Professor Aujaleu ought 

to be included in the report, since other agencies had shown interest in the Fund. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, replied that by the end of 1966 the 

Fund had been completely restored to the original amount of US$ 100 000. From 

the time of the Nineteenth World Health Assembly, which had approved the 
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establishment of the Fund, to the end of the year five requests had been dealt 

with in currencies totalling the equivalent of $ 38 5斗5. The total amount had 

been restored in United States dollars. Since the beginning of the current year 

four more requests had been received, totalling $ 22 590. Thus since the 

Nineteenth World Health Assembly there had been a total of nine requests, amounting 

to $ 6l 1)5. With regard to the currencies involved, the five requests in 1966 

had been for Egyptian pounds and Indian rupees; and of the requests received in 

I967 one had been for Hungarian forints and three for Egyptian pounds. It might 

be useful to incorporate the details in the Board's report. 

Professor AUJALEU recalled that concern had been expressed at the Assembly 

lest reimbursements might be made in unconvertible currencies which would.limit 

the use of the Fund, The situation was satisfactory at the present time, since 

Egyptian pounds and Indian rupees could be changed into convertible currency-

through the Regional Offices for the Eastern Mediterranean and for South-East Asia 

respectively. It remained to be seen how things developed in the future. 

Mr SIEGEL confirmed the Chairman's comment on outside interest. Represen-

tatives at a meeting of the United Nations Advisory Committee on Adminstration and 

Budgetary Questions had expressed great interest in the establishment of the Fund 

and its progress. 
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Annex 2 of Official,Records No. 15斗一Regional Activities 

Professor AUJALEU asked on the basis of what criteria the Director-General 

had worked out the budgetary increases for the regions. For obvious reasons the 

European Region would be expected to have a smaller increase; but for the ether 

regions there seemed to be no clear criterion - certainly the poorer regions had 

not received the biggest increases. 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to Chart 9，reproduced in the Standing Committee
1

 s 

report (document EB39/wp/2). 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the chart indicated the total funds for each 

region. The regional allocations were discussed every year at a meeting with 

the regional directors following the Executive Board session, so that the greatest 

amount possible could be provided for each region within the limits of the total 

WHO budget. There were, however, two complications. In the first place, the 

amount for malaria eradication was a fixed minimum. Secondly, in the current 

year the smallpox programme had upset the originál distribution. The average 

increase was ten per cent., but when the regional programmes were received and 

calculations were made, the results were slightly different. As Professor Aujaleu 

had said, it was normal for the European Region to receive a lower percentage. 

Рог 1968 the figures were: Africa, 10.01 per cent.； the Americas, 8.67 per cent.； 
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South-East Asia, 9.82 per cent,; Europe, 7-84 per cent.； Eastern Mediterranean, 

10.93 per cent.； and the Western Pacific, 9-33 per cent. But the African Region 

had the biggest budget (nearly $ 9 ООО 000 for 1968). 

Professor AÚJAIEU suggested that it should be made clear in paragraph 14.13 

of the report (document EB)9/wp/2) that the statement that malaria was nearIy-

er adicated in Europe applied to the European Region. 

Mr ABRAR pointed out that no mention was made of the dental héalth project 

in Somalia which had been included in the budget estimates for the period 1964-65 

and 1966-67• The omission was not the fault of the Regional Office, since the 

Government of Somalia had asked for the project to be postponed. That 

government was now interested in reactivating the programme and funds had been 

found from outside. He hoped therefore that it could be included in the 1968 

estimates. 

Dr TABA, Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean, said that Mr Abrar 

had himself explained why the project was not included. He would keep in mind 

the Government
1

 s revised views and see if the project could be included in 1968 

or 1969. 

Professor AUJALEU, referring to paragraph 17.7 of the report, under Inter-

Regional and Other Programme Activities, said he could see ло reason why the 

cholera control teams under Inter-regional 0276 and Inter-regional 0445 

(Official Records No. 15杯，page 455) could not be combined. 
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Dr PAYNE, Assistant Director-General, explained that there was essentially no 

difference between the teams. The second team had been added because the first 

team had not been able to cope with the pandemic spread of the El Tor vibrio• 

Dr ALAN said that during the meetings of the Standing Committee on Administration 

and Finance he had stressed the importance of cholera teams and, in reply to a 

question, had been informed that for the cholera control team under Inter-regional 

0276, provision had been made for posts for one team with an allocation of about 

$ 85 25O. Under Inter-regional 0445, there were to be one inter-regional team and 

three regional teams, but the posts provided for would not be enough for four teams 

since the budgetary allocation was only about $ 102 750, He would like to be 

assured that sufficient posts and funds were provided in the budget for the five 

teams proposed
# 

Mr SIEGEL explained that the difference in the budgetary provisions under the 

two projects was that the second team included provision for consultants (an 

additional $ 12 000) and also an additional $ 10 000 for supplies. In both projects, 

provision had been made for three full-time posts for each team. 

Dr PAYNE, replying to a question by the CHAIRMAN, said he believed the 

provision was adequate for the task. 

Professor AUJALEU asked why the team for Special Studies in Virology (Inter-

regional 0467, Official Records No. 154, page 455) was included an an inter-regional 

project, when it seemed to be an African regional one. 
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Dr PAYNE said that the project was in fact an inter-regional one. It was 

merely starting in Africa. 

Dr ALAN asked if it would be possible to combine certain projects such as 

Inter-regional 0)7斗 for Community Water Supply � Consultant Services (Official 

Records No. 154, page ^56), the consultants on wastes disposal (under the Special 

Account for Medical Research, Official Records No. 15^, page 497, paragraph 4.5.1) 

and some of the inter-regional activities concerning water supply and sewerage 

under the Special Account for Community Water Supply (Official Records No. 15斗， 

page 516). 

Mr ATKINS, Director, Division of Environmental Health, said that the project 

Inter-regional 0)7斗 ior Community Water Supply - Consultant Services, provided for 

an inter-regional team primarily to assist governments in the development of pre-

investment applications, possibly to the Special Fund component of the United Nations 

Development Programme. The project had been mainly in the African Region and had 

been very successful. The other activities mentioned by Dr Alan such as the inter-

regional projects under the Special Account for Community Water Supply (Official 

Records No. 15^, page 516) were for studies and seminars on the operation and 

management of existing facilities and other aspects of community water supply. 

Different types of operations were therefore involved and required different 

specialities. Thus it would not be practicable to combine them. 

The CHAIRMAN asked how success was measured. 
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Mr ATKINS said .that .when the Organization was requested to advise a government 

on the problem of water supply or wastes, - that advice would‘lead ihto engineering 

development and construction of water supply or sewerage, or a combination of both. 

The measure of success was in obtaining a safe water supply and getting the wastes 

out of the community. Sometimes that was a ldng operatiorii taking several years 

from initial request to establishment of the facility. However, some areas could 

be cited that were getting adequate running water as a result of those consultantships. 

Dr ALAN expressed his appreciation and satisfaction with the reply. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL recalled that in the Standing Committee a number of 

questions had been asked concerning the WHO international reference centres for 
- . . • . • ••-...: ... •• - . . . • - • • + . 

histological nomenclature and classification of tumours, and the Standing Committee 

had been given examples of completed work. One of the comments had been that WHO 

never completed the work it started. Dr Karefa-Smart could spèak in more detail on 

the subject• . : 广, 

Dr KAREFA-SMART, Assistant Director-General, said that during the discussion in 

the Standing Committee the first completed results of work on the histopathology of 

tumours of the lung had been received, and the opportunity had been taken of showing the 

Standing Committee a set which contained an excellent reference guide for diagnosis 

of lung tumours and about fifty very well-producèd diapositives. Those sets would 

be available to the people
 :
 engaged in cancer studies and, it was hoped, would be a 
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very useful aid to them. The sets were available for inspection by members of the 

Executive Board and a chart on the activities of reference centres was being 

distributed which would answer any possible questions on when the activities of the 

international reference centres had started in each subject, how long they had been 

going on, what was the state of the work, whether any material had been published and 

how many meetings had been held. 

Professor AUJALEU said that the Standing Committee's report contained some 

interesting information (Appendix 10) on discontinuing and new projects in 1966 and 4 

1967, but some of the information was surprising. For example, in Africa there were 

eleven projects terminating in 1966 or 1967 and sixty-six new projects. In the 

Americas, for the same years, there were two'projects terminating but 102 new ones. 

It seemed to be a case of addition rather than substitution• 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that the Director-General and Dr Karefa-Smart had given ал 

excellent example to show that certain projects really had been completed. He hoped 

there would be mar^r more such examples and that they would become the rule. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he had been speaking of research projects and 

reference centres. He had not spoken of the field projects, because Professor Aujaleu 

was right in that connexion. He was, indeed, surprised that two of the projects in 

the Americas had terminated, for in that region the projects were in general for 

assistance to governments in developing public health services, a continuing activity^ 
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although there might be some variation within the project from year to year. In 

other regions the trend was towards shorter-term instead of longer-term projects^ 

but although some of the short-term projects using consultants - for example certain 
• . . . . . . . . . . . •: .:• •- • •• • •• 1 

projects in Europe - had a relatively short span during each year, the same projects 

were repeated over a number of years so that they were in effect continuing projects. 

He had been referring to the reference centre type of activity, for which it was 

difficult to foresee the end: but even although in the particular case in question, 

it had been possible to complete the task of standardization of nomenclature, the 

subject was bound to come up again in the future, since it was unlikely that 

scientists would necessarily remain in agreement on any final classification for 

many years to come. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the chart on the activities of reference centres 

should be included in the Board
!

s report. It was a useful document because it 

showed the flow of activities. 

Dr AZURIN asked whether it would be possible under inter-regional programme 

activities to set up a cholera vaccine bank so that WHO would have supplies of vaccine 

available in sufficient quantities to help countries in case of need. It would 

help шалу countries that were unable to obtain vaccine when they needed it. 

Dr CVJETANOVIC (Bacterial Diseases) said that the Director-General had set up a 

sort of vaccine bank some years earlier and, together with other banks, it had 

operated on the basis of donations from several countries, supplying the vaccine as 
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the need arose• During the past two years, as Dr Azurin was aware, difficulties had 

arisen because of the low degree of effectiveness of some of the vaccine donated, and 

the stock had not been maintained. Meanwhile, however, States had been donating 

vaccine bilaterally， or through WHO, and there had always been enough for requirements. 

In addition WHO had organized an emergency programme
 9
 for which a number of European 

firms had agreed to supply some hundreds of thousands of doses at short notice • They 

had been used，for example, in the most recent outbreak in Iraq. 

Now that more was known about the vaccine it would be possible to re-establish J 

and use the vaccine bank with assurance of a certain level of quality. In other 

words, he was replying to Dr Azurin
!

s question in the affirmative. 

The meeting rose at б>5 
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REVIEW OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1968: Item of 
the Agenda (Official Records No, 15斗；Document EB39/WP/2) (continued) 

Report of the Standing Committee on Admini strati on and Finance (Document EB39/WP/2) 
(continued)“ 

Chapter IV: Detailed Examnation_and Analysis of the Proposed Programme and Budget 
Estimates for I968 ^ ~ ~ “ : “ 

Part 1. Level of effective working budget for 1968 and main items accounting 
for the inorease over the level for 1967 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to continue its study of the report of the 

Standing Committee on Admini strati on and Finance (document EB39/WP/2). 

Professor AUJALEU said he had some general comments to make in connexion with 

Official Records No. 15^. According to the táble on page 4， the money provided for 

travel appeared to amount to $ 5*5 million, which was equivalent to ten per cent, of 

the total ordinary budget. While it was obvious that a world organization had to 

spend money on travel, the actual figure seemed to him high. It might be as well 

to endeavour to avoid spending more on travel. 

On page 5 of the same document^ duty travel listed under estimated obligations 

for the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board remained unchanged at $ 12 500 

and $ 12 700 respectively. He was not clear what expenses that provision was 

intended to meet. 

He would also like to know how the sums provided under chapter 61, on pages 7, 

8 and 9 (reimbursement of income tax), were used and where and by whom. 
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Mr SIEGEL, in reply ió Professor Aujaleu
T

s first question, said that the total 

of $:5，5 million was apparently obtained by adding together all the figures 

referring to any aspect of travel listed in the table on page which reflected in 

summary form the estimates for organizational units treated in fuller detail in 

later pages of the document. He would suggest that the increased provision for the 

various aspects of travel was fully justified, and might appropriately be considered 

in relation to*the organizational unit concerned as the Board dealt with each one 

in turn. 

With regard to the estimated cost of duty travel under the heading of meetings 

of the Assembly and the Board, the figures referred to the cost of bringing regional 

directors and other necessary staff to Geneva to attend those meetings. 

The item for the reimbursement of income taXj which appeared in three places in 

the detailed budget analysis, was to cover the reimbursement of amounts paid in 

income tax by staff members whose governments taxed income received from inter-

national organizations; the staff members in question were chiefly United States 

nationals employed in the United States of America. WHO had been reimbursing such 

employees, and the few nationals of other countries who were also involved, for the 

income tax they were required to pay, pursuant to the authorization contained in a 

number of resolutions of the Health Assembly and the Executive Board. 

Professor AUJALEU, referring to pa^e 20 of Official Hecords No. 15斗，asked the 

reason for the disparity between the amount spent by the different regional 

committees on travel and subsistence for temporary staff, and why no provision was 

made for such expenses for the South-East Asia and Western Pacific Regions? 
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Mr SIEGEL said that no provision was made for travel and subsistence of 

temporary staff in South-East Asia because interpreters were not required in that 

region. In the Western Pacific Region there was an interpreter on the permanent 

staff in the regional office. 

The DIRECTOR-GEEiERAL added that any additional costs were borne by the host 

country when regional committee meetings were held away from Manila• 

programme Activities 

Professor AUJALEU observed that according to his ealeulations, consultant 

months had risen from 2)1 in 1966 to 270 in 1967 and were up to 276 for 1968. 

Although the increase was not very great, he was somewhat concerned by the fact 

that there was an annual increase. Taking the figures for 1968, and bearing in 

mind that the consultant, on a short-term contract, was not entitled to holidays, 

the number of consultant months divided by eleven represented twenty-five years' 

work, or the equivalent of twenty-five additional full-time staff members• While 

there was no doubt that the work of consultants was often useful^ he felt that care 

should be taken to see that there should not be an increase in their use each year: 

twenty-five years in one financial year seemed to him a high figure. 

Dr KEITA shared the views expressed by the previous speaker. As he had said 

on previous occasions, it was important to consider aid on a global basis and keep 

a fair balance between assistance jiven in the form of consultant months， which was 

increasing but was not always as effective as could be aesired, and that provided in 

the supplies which were so urgently needed• 
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Mr SIEGEL pointed out that the correct figures for consultant months under 

Headquarters Programme Activities were given in Chapter IV, page 7， of the Standing 

Committee
1

 s report (document EB39/WP/2) in paragraph 4,0.11. The increase in the 

number of consultant months in 1968 compared with 1967 was seven, in a total of 

271 consultant months, involving an increased expenditure of •$ 11 900. 

Professor AUJAIEU said that he was not so much concerned about the size of the 

increase as of ths trend in the provision for consultant months. He feared there 

might be a tendency to have recourse to consultants too freely， although he recognized 

their value in certain cases• 

Dr KEJTA said he wished to insist on the need to watch the way money was used arid 

the proportion between the money spent on consultants and that on supplies• Travel 

for consultants was always expensive and the money laid out could often be more 

profitably spent on supplies, for which inadequate provision was made in the budget, 

and vihlch were essential if projects such as malaria eradication were to be effective. 

Dr AZIMUT said he notôd from page 6 that provision was made for fourteen new 

posts. Ho wondered whether those posts were strictly necessaryj or whether they 

could Ьл either dropped or financed by some other arrangement, without any increase 

in the budget. 

Mr SIEGEL said that on page 7 of the Standing Committee's report was a summary 

of tho explanations with regard to the fourteen new posts. It might be useful if, 

when the Board салю to consider the organizational units concerned, the Secretariat 

were to bç given an opportunity to explain the reasons why each post was needed. 
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Dr AZURIN said that his intention was to take the increases as a whole• A 

post taken individually did not seem to be a great increase, and would receive 

approval more readily, but the total increase was considerable. If the Director-

General believed that the fourteen posts were strictly necessary, he would suggest 

that they might be approved, provided that the appropriations were taken from savings, 

Mr SIEGEL said that it would be in the interests of the Board as a whole, and 

of the Assembly, for the precise details of the posts to be brought out clearly 

later on in the report. As stated in paragraph 4,0.4, fourteen new posts were 

proposed at an estimated cost of $ 125 571 • In the opinion of the Director-General, 

it was not possible to provide for those posts from potential savings at the present 

stage of development of the Organization
1

 s work. Eleven of the posts were required 

to meet the increasing workload in programme servicing units (three for Translation, 

two for Technical Publications, four for Library and Reference Services and two for 

Data Processing)• Paragraph 4.0,5 referred to the new posts, one of sanitary 
• • ‘ “ • . ' «-

engineer and one of scientist, planned in order to meet the increasing responsibilities 

of the Community Water Supply unit in accelerating community water supply projects. 

An additional clerk-stenographer for the Immunology unit, to help in dealing with 

the increased volume of work In that unit, was specified in paragraph 4• 0.6 

Paragraph 4
e
O«7 proposed three new posts in the Translation unit and two in the 

Technical Publications unit to deal with the increased workload in those units : it 

was hoped to reduce the delay in the preparation and production of documents and the 

Technical Report Series in the working languages of the Organization. In 
.. . ‘ .•‘ . .... 

paragraph 4.0.8 reference was made to the fact that in 1968 it was expected that 
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steps would be taken to launch a new computerized bibliographical service, taking 

advantage of the offer to provide magnetic tapes, compatible with the WHO computer, 

by the Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System of the National Library of 

Medicine of the United States of America (MEDLARS). Additional staff would be 

required to take the Initial steps towards a very important new function. 

Paragraph 4,0.9 explained the requirement for an additional programmer analyst and 

a clerk in the Data Processing unit, to meet the planned development and expansion 

of the computer
1

 s utilization in the fields of medical research, epidemiology, 

corranunications science and health statistics. All the increases listed were 

part of planned and orderly development of the Organizatiora
1

 s services. At the 

same time, while fourteen new posts were proposed (paragraph 4.0.4), there was a 

reduction of three posts in the Mental Health unit (paragraph 4.0.10).. 

Dr AZURIN said that it was difficult to see where economies could best be 

made in the budget； provision for posts was one place where they might be 'possible 

If the request for new posts was granted subject to the condition that they must 

be financed from savings, the responsible officers would, if the posts were urgent 

and important enough, find savings which could be made In many ways - on supplies, 

equipment and services, for example/ If all the posts could not be financed from 

savings in one year, they would have to determine which of them were most important 

which would be difficult for the Board, not involved in direct administration, 

to decide. 
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Dr OTOLORIN proposed that the Board might agree to leave the matter for further 

investigation by the new Division of Co-ordination and Evaluation, which might be 

asked to pay particular attention to the growth of established staff at headquarters 

and elsewhere: if the matter was given priority, a report might be submitted in 

a year or two's time indicating how to establish a proper balance between staff and 

project activities• 

The DIRECT0R--GE3SIERAL said that the appropriate division for a study of that 

kind would be the Division of Administrative Management and Personnel. 

In reply to Dr Azurin, he said that he did not feel it possible to budget for 

the future on the basis o f possible savings : it was only possible to budget out 

of savings for the year following that in which the estimates were prepared and the 

posts the Board was considering were required for 1968. All of them related to 

functions which were important for the Organization• Those for the language 

services v/ere needed for the French section, which could not keep abreast of its 
.... 

work and could not dispose of the steadily increasing backlog without additional 

staff. The Assembly had asked that more be done under the Community Water Supply 

Programme; all possible ways of complying with its instructions had been explored 

before it had been decided to propose the appointment of additional staff• The 

proposal for extra library staff would of course have to be studied by the Board and 

the Assembly, which would have to decide whether or not it was desirable to begin 

to supply the WHO expert panels, and later the governments, with computerized 

bibliographical information of the type developed so far by MEDLARS; it was hoped 

that if WHO could use qualified sources of information, it could in years to come 
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giv.e typé ôf. :se.rvice which； countries seemed to；, need, and- which the Secretariat 

believed would be useful. If the Board believed that it was undesirable to 

establish that .function, recommendation to that effect would go to the Health 

Assembly. 

Dr VEMEDDCTOV', referring to the Health Assembly's request for intensified 

action on the Community Water Supply Programme, said that he was not sure whether 

it was met by ail increase in staff• He would also be glad to know how a reduction 

of three posts could be made in the Mental Health unit at a time when mental diseases 

were generally on the increase. If the Organization could make cuts in that sector, 

would it not be possible for it to do so elsewhere? 

The DIRECT0R-GE3SIERAL said that he too would be surprised if there were a drop 

in requirements for the Mental Health unit. As had been explained to the Standing 

Committee, the change referred to was in point of fact a reduction of one clerk-

stenographer
 1

 s post and the transfer of a psychiatrist specialized in epidemiology 

and a biostatistician from headquarters, where they had been temporarily attached 

to the Mental Health unit, back to work in the field, probably beginning in Africa. 

There was therefore no real decline in the activities of the Mental Health unit • 

With regard to the two sanitary engineers
 9
 in resolution WHA19*50 the Health 

Assembly had requested the Director-General "to give appropriate attention in future 

regular programmes and budgets for sufficient staff and other resources to enable 

the Organization to fulfil its leadership role and programme activities, in order 

to accomplish the goals recommended by the Director-General to the Seventeenth 

World Health Assembly". Nevertheless, the provision for additional staff had not 
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been decided upon solely in compliance with the Assembly resolution, but only after 

examination of the situation had shown that it would be impossible to expand the 

Organization
1

 s work under the Water Supply Programme without the assistance of 

increased staff. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV" asked if the transfers from headquarters to the field of the 

two posts in the Mental Health unit was an isolated case, or whether it would be 

possible to decentralize other functions in the same way. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the transfer of the mental health officers 

was in point of fact the only case of its kind. 

Professor AUJALEU proposed that paragraph 4.0.10 be redrafted to show one post 

discontinued and two officers transferred. 

It was so agreed» 

Dr MONDET said that it was of concern to all members particularly when coming 

to meetings, that the contributions of their countries should be paid up to date, 

especially when they had difficulty in persuading their authorities at home to 

provide the necessary hard currency. The Board must be sure that the money provided 

was invested and not wasted. Everybody knew that the cost of medicine was increasing 

budget increases were therefore not the main consideration; what was essential was 

that the priorities decided upon should correspond to real requirements and requests 

from governments and that those needs and requests should be efficiently met. 
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Professor AUJAIEU said he was glad to see that the new Division of Research in 

Epidemiology and Communications Science was getting under way; it appeared however, 

to be having some difficulty in finding its place in the budget. In the meantime, 

he noted from Official Records No, 15斗，page 2 4 , under Tuberculosis, that the 

Tuberculosis unit would have a consultant to consider the plaoe of matiiematical 

models in tuberculosis research and to outline future research priorities in that 

field. While he did not question the value of that activity^ he felt that in future 

such consultants should belong to the Division of Research in Epidemiblogy and 

Communications Science, if the new division was to serve its purpose• 

Care should be taken not to let the current vbgue for electronic machines lead 

to exaggerated use of the computer• 

The DIREGTOR-GENERAL said that the new provision had been recommended for the 

Tuberculosis unit because that unit had made more rapid progress than others in regard 

to operational research. H e had answered the question about -the computer a t the 

morning meeting. Being a novelty, it was so much iñ demand that a committee was to 

be set u p to decide on how it could be used to the best advantage. 

Dr KEITA asked for fuller information about the six supplementary posts for the 

new division. The year before, when the creation of the division was under 

consideration, thirty-nine posts had been requested for it- He questioned the need 

for six more posts, which were apparently in the higher grades. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that the six posts in question were not new 

posts but had been transferred from the disestablished unit of Epidemiological 

Studies to obtain complete co-ordination in the field of statistics. 

Professor AUJALEU, referring to section ЬЛ.2, Venereal Diseases and 

Treponematoses, in Official Records No. 15^ (page 24), noted that provision was 

included for a consultant to appraise the functioning of the Brussels Agreement with 

a view to redefining minimal criteria underlying the articles of the Agreement• He 

wished to be assured that it would be necessary to undertake that work in 1968; in 

other words, that important enough developments would have taken place between i960 

and 1968 to warrant the action proposed• If not, action might be delayed, effecting 

savings that could be applied in more urgent work elsewhere • 

Dr GUTHE (Venereal Diseases and Treponematoses) after recapitulating the early 

work done in relation to the Brussels Agreement， explained that under resolution 

ША13•52 the Director-General was required to keep the situation under periodic 

review in the light of technical progress. The consultant in question was to 

consider background material now being received from health administrations and other 

sources and to prepare a report for consideration by an expert committee to be 

convened at a later date, so that the Board and the Health Assembly might be informed 

in the matter by I969-I97O. By then, a full ten-year period would have elapsed since 

the initial WHO revision of the Agreement, which would make study of possible 

amendments required by technical progress reasonable. 
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Technical developments were taking place fast in the shipping industry• The 

increasing size of tankers， cargo ships and liners, accompanied Ьз 厂 technical advances 
/. * • ̂  “ ； *.： ,•• • ... .• '•‘--.... , .-、 • • -* .- • • . - - . • . . 沪 . . ...:.,+ . 1 * • .... ‘ j • -—'-• “ - - - • . - . •• - -"� - . . . - - i . . . . . . . . . . 

and automation, w a s turning vessels into independent industrial communities, a t sea 
•. •••-• .... •• ...... -、-•, •... . - .•. •； • . . • . * - . • • . . . . , . • . . . . . . : .......... . - - �* . . . . . ...... .• ‘ . , : ‘ ‘ 

for long periods and w i t h very short stays in p o r t . The sojourn of the crews in 

p o r t frequently resulted in venereal diseases and m e d i c a l services on board m i g h t 

n o t be adequate to cope w i t h the new situation that w a s developing• Those a s p e c t s , 

and the social and occupational aspects of seafarers
f

 h e a l t h in g e n e r a l , should be 

considered in the context of the Brussels A g r e e m e n t . 

O n the technical "m'edical
-

 side there w a s an increasing u s e and. misuse of 

antibiotics and other drugs in the therapy and prophylaxis of venereal infeetïôils;
:

� 

in mariy instances antibiotics w e r e being applied w i t h o u t proper m e d i c a l supervision. 

I n the light of the increasing frequency of resistance to penicillin> streptoniycin 

and so o n iñ thé goriococcus, those matters would seem to call for a n a p p r a i s a l . I n 

a d d i t i o n , there w a s the increasing sensitization to penicillin caused by widespread 
… ： • . . . . . . “ - . • . • . . - . . . . . . . . • - - • ： - . . . 一 • . ； - . . . . . ， . . . . : ‘ ： 

abuse of the drug as w e l l as fatalities from penicillin shock t h a t h a d to be 

considered. L a s t l y , there were epidemiological aspects where available data 

continued to confirm the spread of venereal infections by seafarers. Figures 

coming i n , which he c i t e d , seemed to signal deficiencies in epidemiological reporting 

and contact-finding in relation to seafarers. 

D r AZURIN asked for further information on resistant strains of g o n o c o c c i . 
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Dr GUTHE said that a spotty pattern of resistance to penicillin^ streptomycin, 

and so on， was becoming evident: resistant strains were undoubtedly spread 

internationally, but reporting of ineffectiveness of penicillin therapy was in many 

instances due to reinfection rather than resistance• The resistance problem was 

not wholly to blame, therefore, for failure to control gonorrhoea. There were other 

and broader reasons, and moreover, there were at least a dozen other antibiotics and 

gonococcidal action drugs in reserve to deal with real penicillin or streptomycin 

resistance. 

Professor AUJALEU, referring to Chapter IV, paragraph 4Л.12, of the report 

(document EB39/WP/2)；» asked whether it was absolutely essential to provide for a 

meeting of the directors of the Arbovirus Reference Centres in 1968; a similar 

meeting had been held in 1966 and the lapse of time would seem too short for 

significant developments to have taken place• There again savings might be effected 

Dr PAYNE, Assistant Director-General, said the area of work in question was 

among the most active and progressive in the virology fields The reference centres 

concerned were not merely acting as reference centres for the receipt of material 

but were actively engaged in research that was rapidly progressing at the present 
• ....... . . • ； • . . . . . . . .. . .. . 

time. Regular meetings were essential for the development of the programme, out of 

which a great deal of new work had been coming, 

• , . . . • . . - , . • • , • •-
. . . . • • - • •• . . . ‘ • к. . ‘ .:..:•.. 

The CHAIRMAN confirmed from his own knowledge that workers in the field in 

question had great difficulty in keeping up with developments and in fact would 

like to see even more frequent meetings arranged. 
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Dr IŒITA, m â l e appreciating that, as Dr Payne had explained., it was not 

a question oí reference centres as such, aslçed whether tiie two痛year gap would 

indeed provide enou^ti developments to warrant a meeting• 

Dr СОСЗСЗШШ (Virus Diseases) explained tixat the whole field in question was 

C I I A I ^ I N ^ so rapidly becomin¿； S Q .important that continuing review of the 

situation i;as felt to be necessary, j Haemorri'iaoic fevers v;ere spreading in South— 

Asia; there liad been an outbreak of yellow fever in I966. in West Africa, 

and tiie focus of that disease remaining i n ̂ iíiast Africa certainly required constant 

review and surveillance; in addition, there were the dengue fevers in the 

Caribbean and the ’oaemorrhacic fevers in Soutli America to be kept under viatch» 

Professor AUJALSU^ referring to Chapter IV, paragraph of the report, 

wondered whether, in viex^ of the extension of meaning tàken on by the term 

"epidemioloW, it would not be more appropriate to speak of "epidemics 

surveillance" rather than "epidemiQlo^ical surveillahce" 

Dr PAYWS thought that "epidemiological surveillance" was the correct term 

since the activity concerned covered surveillance of the distribution and spread 
？- - - • ‘ ^ — , ‘‘ '• . •••‘•: : г , -• • . •• • • -•, . . . . . : 

.. .».,.••• ,. .. . • I • •• - -， . ' : � � • • • . -

of infectious agents in general. One of tiie most important activities under-

taken was based on tiie WHO Sevum Reference Banks and serological studies in the 

absence of disease» There was an important difference between that type of 

surveillance and the type based on reporting diseases» It г./as true that the 

primary emphasis v/as on communicable diseases, but eventually the v/ork would be 

extended to non-communicable diseases and genetic conditions» 
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Professor AUJALEU tliou^it tliat, in the li¿ht of the explanation ¿iven, it 

would be more correct to call the activity "epidemiological surveillance of 

cornmunicable diseases"• 

Dr AZURIN, referring to Chapter IV, paracrapli 斗 o f the report, noted 

tlie comment to the effect that problems in the application of the International 

Sanitary Résiliations were complex. Hiat situation was periiaps due partly to the 

fact tliat national public health officers responsible for applying the Résiliations 

were not properly trained to respond to the clian^in^ conditions brought about by 

tha extension of transport and means of communications• WHO should perhaps play 

а пюге active role on that aspect. The transmission of disease through 

international travel was increasing rather than decreasing; as yet no 

satisfactory method had been evolved to deal v/ith tliat problem, Txie Board should 

therefore recommend that tlie unit in question be strena-tliened. 

Dr PAYIO said the Director-General was indeed fully aware of the problem 

mentioned and had already set on foot a radical study of the whole of the 

international quarantine system to determine how best it mi^xt be modified to 

take account of chan^ins conditions. Problems arising from the entry of 

enormous planes into international travel were to be studied in the course of 

I567 and would be considered by the Committee on International Quarantine at the 

end of the year* The Committee would report to the Board and the Health 

Assembly• 
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Dr AZURIN said tiiat he had not made his point clear• He had been referring 

to individuals concerned with that aspect of international health work; he did 

not know of any training course or annual procedure desired to improve their 

work. Non-4mderstandin3 of the Internat ional Sanitary Regulations mi^lit be due 

to tiiat lack of training. 

Dr PAYíílü drew attention to the fact tiiat a seminar on international 

quarantine，jas to be conducted in the Western Pacific Region in the corning； spring. 

Perhaps there was need for extending that work to other parts of the world, and 

the Di re с tor-General would Give tiie matter his consideration. 

Dr VEN^ŒKTOV said tiiat, folloiTin¿； the detailed discussion by the Standlxio 

Committee on Adininistration and Finance on tiie question of environmental health, 

he liad liad a further look at the distribution of functions amon^ the various units 

of the Division of ôSnvirorunental Health, and it had occurred to him tiiat a 

пглпЪзг of tiie units were concerned with water*• That bein^ so, he would lilze to 

know whetiier trie structure of the Division was more or less static, or whether 

any changes were envisaged. 

Trie DIRSCTOR-GbNlilRAL explained that, although it was divided into units, the 

Division functioned as an integral x^hole, and internal distribution of work was at 

the discretion of the Directors Eie structure of the various headquarters 

divisions was subject to a continuous process of analysis with tiie object of 

initiating clian^esj where needed, to the best advantage of the work. In 19^7, 

for instance, radiation control liad been added to the functions of the 

environmental pollution unit. 
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Mr ATKINS, Director, Division of Environmental Health, replying to a point 

raised by Dr ALAN, explained that the technical manual to which reference was made 

in Chapter IV, paragraph of the report would relate to the treatment of 

industrial wastes. Air pollution guides were a different matter entirely. 

Professor MACUCH welcomed the emphasis given in the programme under environmental 

health to the preparation of manuals and other technical publications• As he had 

had occasion to remark before, WHO publications in environmental health were widely-

used by Member States. That was a most economical method of providing advice to 

Member States in compliance with one of the Organization
1

s major obligations. The 

work already done over the past few years had served to create considerable interest 

among Member States in the question of environmental health; the modest increase in 

the budgetary appropriations made for the work over the years had enabled a truly 

beneficial programme to be set on foot. He was glad to see the continued emphasis 

on that part of the Organization
1

s work. 

Dr ALAN, referring to public health services, said he had noticed a gradual 

reduction over the past few years in the provision made for work on maternal and 

child health; that was true of all the regions. Given that mothers and children 

formed almost one-third of the world
1

 s total population, that trend was somewhat 

surprising. He wondered whether the reduced provision was due to the fact that 

governments were submitting fewer requests for maternal and child health projects 

or whether those activities, in line with some others, were being integrated in the 

general public health services• 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said Dr Alan had answered his own question; in fact, 

the apparant decline in maternal and child health work resulted from those 

activities being integrated in the basic health services• 

Mr ABRAR, referring to Chapter IV, paragraph 4.8Л, of the report) asked for 

an explanation of why some staff members were given full salary while in study 

status whereas others might receive only the stipend. What were the reasons 

underlying that discriminatory treatment• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that it was exceptional for a staff member to 

receive full salary while on study leave; full salary was paid in general only 

for short study leave periods. Where longer periods of absence were involved， 

salary was generally reduced to the minimum^ and indeed normally only the stipend 

was paid. The Organization of course maintained payment to the pension fund and 

health insurance scheme during the study absence• ^ 

Dr ALAN said that education and training was a most important activity for 

the future of medicine and of public health. There seemed to be a general trend 

nowadays to include social subjects in medical trainings to instruct students on 

community needs. Provision was included under the inter-regional programme 

(Inter胃regional 〇4了6) for a seminar to be held on teaching methods and teaching 

aids• The idea was to enable sprae twenty deans or other representatives of 

selected medical schools in the developing countries to study modern teaching 

methods and teaching aids. That was a most important project and would 

have great repercussions on medical education• 
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In the doctor*s training, it was necessary not only to cover community aids 

but also the doctoras role in community economic and social development and his 

relations with the various categories of personnel he would be called upon to work 

with later. In his own country, an attempt, still in its beginnings, was being 

made to give training of the kind
i
 and the conclusions of the seminar in question 

would probably influence that undertaking. 

Professor AUJALEU said that, in going through the functions allocated to the 

Immunology unit (Official Records No. 15斗，page 4o, section 4.9^1) one gained the 

impression that there was too much emphasis on the traditional aspects and not 

enough on modern aspects of immunology; in other words, activity seemed to have 

remained at the immunology of infectious diseases, with nothing much being done 

in respect of the notable developments of the past ten or fifteen years. It was 

to be hoped that the expert committee on irranunology for which provision was 

included would serve to open up work on slightly more modern lines. 

Dr GOODMAN (immunology) said he was glad the matter had been raised, because 

the Secretariat felt that the WHO programme in fact covered the whole field of 

immunology, including the more modern concepts: the theoretical and basic 

considerations of mechanisms of synthesis of antibodies; the meaning of the 

heterogeneity of antibody classes appearing in the serum; how an antigen had to 

be presented in order to induce antibody formation, and so on. An attempt had 

been made to relate work on those basic problems.to some practical problems in 

public health; one example was the possibility of prevention of haешоlytic 

diseases in the newborn by an injection of human immunoglobulin containing anti-Rh 

antibodies. Throughout the whole programme, efforts had been made to take modern 
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thinking on immunology into consideration and to use the skills and knowledge of 

immunologists in public health programmes in, for instance, cancer and tissue 

transplantation, as well as in infectious diseases. 

Professor AUJALEU
д
 referring to the section on human genetics (Official 

Records No. page section 斗 a s k e d whether the work of the expert 

committee on genetic counselling, for which provision was made, would relate to 

manifest genetic diseases; in that field he would have thought that prevention was 

much more important. 

Dr PAYNE said that in fact the work was concerned with prevention. In the 

case of a dominant gene, for instance, only genetic counselling could prevent that 

dominant gene being passed on to the next generation. 

Professor AUJALEU said his whole point was that no mention was made of 

prevention and.some reference to that aspect should have been included. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that, when the Standing Committee had discussèd the study of 

new antibiotics, hé had. understood the Director-General to say that he would take 

the comments made into account in the Organization
f

s future work. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL confirmed that the intention was for the Secretariat to 

take account of the comments made in the Standing Committee. The function of 

dealing with antibiotics was actually being transferred from the unit of Health 

Laboratory Services to the Division of Pharmacology and Toxicology and consideration 

was being given to the best way of integrating it in that division. 
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Professor A U J A L E U asked whether WHO would be receiving from the United States 

National Library of Medicine MEDLARS tapes on public health subjects only o r 

whether the tapes would cover a wider field. F u r t h e r , was it the intention to 

make the service available to other interested persons apart from technical staff 

of the Organization and members of expert advisory panels• On the principle that 

it was n o t good to be always on the receiving side, he wondered whether WHO could 

not m a k e a positive contribution i n , for example, the preparation of bibliographies 

in various fields, which materials could be sent to the National Library for taping. 

D r HOWARD-JONES, D i r e c t o r , Division of Editorial and Reference Services, said 

the Organization would be receiving the complete MEDLARS tapes covering a wide 

range in the biomedical sciences. The possibility was contemplated that W H O m i g h t 

eventually extend the subject coverage of the tapes in certain fields, such as 

sanitary engineering (Chapter I V , paragraph 4.12.5 of the report). 

The D I R E C T O R - G E N E M L said it was planned to start the service on a pilot 

scale only; after the necessary experience had been acquired the implications of 

extending the service beyond the W H O Secretariat and members of expert advisory 

panels would be considered. 

The CHAIRMAN said it had emerged from an earlier discussion that, as part of 

the arrangement, there would be certain areas of information which would be fed 

back into the system from W H O , 
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The CHAIRMAN, in connexion with Co-ordination and Evaluation (Official 

Records No. 154, page 48), invited attention to document EB39/Conf•Doc• No.8, 

which contained the additional information on the Council for International 

Organizations of Medical Sciences requested by the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance. 

There wçre no comments, 

Professor AÚJALEU said that the explanations given to the Standing Committee 

on the subject of vector control and biology had impressed him and he considered 

that they had been very suitably reproduced in the Standing Committee
1

 s report. 
. . . .

 :
. : . -：• ; • л." 

Regional Offices 

Expert Committees 

Administrative Services 

Common Services at headquarters 

There were no comments. 

Qther Purposes 

Professor AUJALEU requested information on the state of the Revolving Fund 

for Teaching and Laboratory Equipment as at the end of 1966, and the currencies 

involved. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the information requested by Professor Aujaleu ought 

to be included in the report
д
 since other agencies had shown interest in the Pund. 
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Mr SIEGE3L, Assistant Director-General, replied that by the end of 1966 the 

Fund had béen completely restored to the original amount of US $ 100 000. Prom 

the time of the Nineteenth World Health Assembly, vAiich had approved the establishment 

of the Fundj to the end of the year five requests had been dealt with in currencies 

totalling the equivalent of $ 5^5. The total amount had been restored in IMited 

States dollars. Since the beginning of the current year four more requests had been 

received, totalling $ 22 590. Thus since the Nineteenth World Health Assembly there 

had been a total of nine requests, amounting to $ 6l 1)5, With regard to the 

currencies involved, the five requests in 1966 had been for Egyptian pounds and 

Indian rupees ； and of the requests received in 19б7 one had been for Hungarian 

forints and three for Egyptian pounds. It might be useful to incorporate the details 

in the Board's report. 

Professor AUJALEU recalled that concern had been expressed at the Assembly 

lest reimbursements mi^rit be made in unconvertible currencies which would limit the 

use of the Fund. The situation was satisfactory at the present time, since Egyptian 

pounds and Indian rupees could be changed into convertible currency through the 

Regional Offices for the Eastern Mediterranean and for South-East Asia respectively. 

It remained to be seen how things developed in the future. 
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Mr SIEGEL confirmed the CTnairman's comment on outside interest. Re pre s ent at i ve s 

at a meeting of the United Hâtions Advisory Cpmmittee 011 Administrât ive and Budgetary 

Questions had expressed great interest in the establishment of the Fund and its 

progress. 

Regional Activities 
——â—fa • |_|」_«麵1 画••義 ш -^ть- •• •-.推-m 

Professor AUJALEU asked on the basis of what criteria the Director-General had 

worked out the budgetary increases for the regions. For obvious reasons the European 

Region would be expected to have a smaller increase ； but for the other regions there 

seemed to be no clear criterion — certainly the poorer regions had not received the 

biggest increases. 

Trie CHAIRMAN drew attention to Chart 9, reproduced in the Standing Committee
1

 s 

report (document EB)9/WP/2). 

The DIRECTQR-GENERAL said that the chart indicated the total funds for each 

region. The regional allocations were discussed every year at a meeting with the 

regional directors following the Executive Board session, so that the greatest amount 

possible could be provided for each region within the limits of the total WHO budget. 

There were, however, two complications. In the first place, the amount for malaria 

eradication was a fixed minimum. Secondly, in the current year the smallpox 

programme had upset the original distribution• The average increase was ten per cent, 

but when the regional programmes were received ^nd calculations were made, the results 

were slightly different. As Professor Aujaleu had said, it was normal for the 
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European Region to receive a lower percentage• For i960 the figures were: Africa, 

10.01 per cent.； the Americas, 8.67 per cent.； South-East Asia, 9,82 per cent,； 

Europe, 7-8^ per cent.； Eastern Mediterranean, 10.93 per cent" and the Western 

Pacific, 9-3) per cent. But the African Region had the biggest budget (nearly 

$ 9 000 000 for 1968). 

Professor AUJALEU suggested that it should be made clear in paragraph ЗЛ.1) of 

the report (document ЕВ39Л/Р/2) that the statement that malaria was nearly eradicated 

in Europe applied to the European Region* 

Mr ABRAR pointed out that no. mention was made of the dental health project in 

Somalia which had been included in the budget estimates for the period 1964-65 and 

1966-67• The omission was not the fault of the Regional Office, since the Government 

of Somalia had asked for the project to be postponed. That government was now 

interested in reactivating the programme and funds had been found from outside. He 

hoped therefore that it could be included in the 1968 estimates. 

Dr TABA, Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean, said that Mr Abrar had 

himself explained why the project was not included. He would keep in mind the 

Government's revised views and see if the project could be included in 1968 or 1969. 

Professor AUJALEU- referring to paragraph 17.7 of. the report, under 工nter-Regional 

and Other Porgramme Activities, said he could see no reason váiy. the cholera control 

teams under Inter—regional 〇2了6 and Inter-regional 04^5 (Official. Records No- 15斗， 

page 斗55) could not be combined 
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Dr PAYNE, Assistant Direô*fcor«<"General, explained that there was essentially no 

difference between the teams. The second team had been added becauôe the first 

team had not been able to cope with the pandemic spread of El Tor vibrio. 

Dr ALAJN .èaid that during the meetings of the Standing Committee on Administrât!on 

and Finance he had stressed the importance of cholera teams and, in reply to a 

question, had been informed that for the cholera control team under Inter-regionai 

0276， provision had been made for posts for one team with an allocation of about 

$ 85 250. Under Inter-regional 0445, there were to. be one iiiter>-regional team axid 

three regional teams, but the posts provided for would not be enough for four teams 

since the budgetary allocation was only about $ 102 750. He would like to be 

assured that sufficient posts and funds were provided in the budget for the five 

teams proposed. 

Mr SIEGEL explained that the difference in the budgetary provisions under the 

two projects was that the second team included provision for consultants (an 

additional $ 12 000) and also an additional $ 10 000 for supplies. In both projects, 

provision had been made for three full-time posts for each team. 

. • ‘ . . . • ；： ； .. ...•‘.• . . . . . . . •；•.. - . . 

Dr PAYNE, replying to a question for the CHAIRMAN, said he believed the 

provision was adequate for the task. 

Professor AUJALEU asked why the team for Special Studies in Virology (Inter-

regional 0斗67， Official Records No. 154, page 455) was included as an inter-regional 

project, when it seemed to be an African regional one. 
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Dr PAYNE said that the project was in fact an inter-regional one• It was 

merely starting in Africa. 

Dr ALAN asked if it would be possible to combine certain projects such as 

Inter-regional 0)7斗 for Community Water Supply Consultant Services (Official 

Records No. 154, page 456), the Special Account for Medical Research, paragraph 4.5.1 

(Official Records No. 154, page 497) and some of the inter-regional activities 

concerning water supply and sewerage under the Special Account for Community Water 

Supply (Official Records No. 15斗，page 516). 

Mr ATKINS, Director, Division of Environmental Health, said that the project 

Inter-regional 〇37斗 for Community Water Supply Consultant Services, provided for an 

inter-regional team primarily to assist governments in the development of pre-

investment applications, possibly to the Special Fund component of the United Nations 

Development Programme. The project had been mainly in the African Region and had 

been very successful. The other activities mentioned by Dr Alan, such as the inter-

regional projects under the Special Account for Community Wate^ Supply (Official 

Records No. 15斗，page 516) were for studies and seminars on the operation and 

management of existing facilities and other aspects of community water supply. 

Different types of operations were therefore involved and required different 

specialities. Thus it would not be practicable to combine them. 

The CHAIRMAN asked how success was measured. 
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Mr ATKINS, said tbat when the Organization was requested to advise a government 

on the problem of water supply or wastes^ that advice would lead into engineering 

development and construction of.watsr supply.or s e w e r a g e o r a combination of both. 

The measure of success was in obtaining a, safe water supply and getting the wastes 

out of the . ,community. Spn^times that was a long operation, taking several years 

from initial request to establishment of the facility. However, some areas could 

be cited that were getting adequate running water as a result of those consultantships• 

Dr ALAN expressed his appreciation and satisfaction with the reply. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL recalled that in the Standing Committee a number cf 

questions had been asked concerning the WHO international reference centres for 

histological nomenclature and classification of tumours, and the Standing Committee 

had been given examples of completed work. One of the comments had been that WHO 

nevçr completed the work it started
 e
 Dr Karefa-Smart could speak in more detail on 

the subject.. : , 

Dr KAREPA-SMART, Assistant Director-General, said that during the discussion in 

the Standing Committee the first completed results of vrcrk on the histopathology of 

tumours of the lung had been received, and the opportunity had been taken showing the 

Standing Gommittee a set which contained an excellent reference guide for diagnosis 

of lung tumours and about fifty very we 11-produced diapositives. Those sets would 

be available, to, the people engaged in cancer studies and, it was hoped, would be a 
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very useful aid to them. The sets were available for inspection by members of the 

Executive Board and a chart on the activities of reference centres was being 

distributed which would answer any possible questions on when the activities of the 

international reference cantres had started in each subject, how long they had been 

going on, what was the state of the work, whether any material had been published and 

how many meetings had been held. 

Professor AUJALEU said that the Standing Committee's report contained some 

interesting information (Appendix 10) on discontinuing and new projects in 1966 and 

1967，but some of the infoimation was surprising. For example, in Africa there were 

eloven projects terminating in 1966 or 1967 and sixty-six new projects• In the 

Americas, for the same years，there were two projects terminating but 102 new ones.. 

It seemed to be a case оз? addition rather than substitution» 

1>二 VENEDIKTOV said that the Director-General and Dr Karefa—Smart had given an 

excellent example to show that certain projects really had been completed. He hoped 

there would be many more zuch examples and that they would become the rule, 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he had been speaking of research projects and 

reference centres. He had not spoken of the field projects, becauâë ' Professor Aujaleu 

was rigjit in that connexion. He was, indeed, surprised that two of the projects "in 

. . .... . . . . • .. . . . . . ... ..•>••； . ' \ : � . ‘ г ••；•• • ‘ ‘' 

the Americas had terminated, for in that region the projects were irí generar for 

... . . , “ ........ . . . . . . .. .. .• r _ . . .-..、•... t ....’：- ., , ... 

assistance to governments in developing public health services, a continuing activity, 
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althou^a there might ...fee. some yariatiQ^n within the project from year to year: In 

other regions the trend .was,七鄉拜也 shortef^i^n instead of longer-term projects j" 

but although some of the short-term projects losing consultants - for example certain 
' .'； i bV, "I • 1 ' v ' ' -i • . . . . . •‘ . I t - . . • . ‘ ' • . . ‘ ч ‘-• v. ..1r ¿ . « 1 , -I- . * » • , • • 

prpjects,
r
in Europe - had a. relatively short span during each year, the-saine .projects 

.•.:•.、.-..•!-«»•::'* •. ‘i- . •• : Л - • • • . . . 

were repeated over a nxomber of years so that they were in effect continuing projects • 

He had been referring to t赋 reference centre type of activity, for which it was 

difficult to foresee the epfi: but even although： in the particular case in question, 

it had. been possible to complete the task, of stand^dization r©f nomenclature^.;'tiie
 : 

subject was bound to； ерше up agai n Iri, the future
 :>
 ； s i ne e, it '.was ШйДке1у that3rícr d

 г

-л 

scientists would necessarily remain in ..agreement on any final о lass if ic at ion^ for , .ó「’. 

many years to come• 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the chart sîao.uld
i
 be incliided in the Board's report. 

• . — J . . . . . . v . :: ••"*-—• • ... 

It was a useful document because it showed the flow of activities. 

Dr AZURIN asked whether it would be possible under inter-regional programme 

activities to set up a cholera vaccine bank so that Ш0 would have supplies of vaccine 

available in sufficient quantities to help countries in case of need. It would help 

many countries that were unable to obtain vaccine when they needed it. 

Dr CVJETANOVIC (Bacterial Diseases) said that the Director-General had set up a 

sort of vaccine bank some years earlier and, together with other banks, it had 

operated on the basis of donations from several countries, supplying the vaccine ac 
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the need arose . Duriftg thé past 愉 years, áá Ш Sz胁fâi wás 挪让任,difficulties had; 

arisen because of the low degree of effeôtivertôsS of swne of" the vaccine donated, and. 

the stock had not been maiíítüined; MearMiile, however； States had been donating 

vaccine bilaterally, or throx^i WHO, and. there had always been ènôiigh for requirements. 

In addition WHO had organized an emergency programme, for which a number of Européan 

firms had agreed to supply some hundreds of thousands of doses at short notice. They 

had been used, f or example, in the most recent
4

 outbreak in Iraq. 

Now that more was known about the vaccine it would be possible to re-establish 

and use the vaccine bank with assurance of a certain level of quality. In other 

words, he was replying to Dr Azurin
!

s question in the affirmative. 

:: The meeting rose at 6.05 p.m.
 1
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